ROADMAP TO SERVING ON BOARDS OR COMMISSIONS IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY

BEFORE
1. Identify your interest
   - Be specific: city, county, or state
2. Identify your connections and ask for informal interviews
3. Find what positions are open by clicking here

APPLYING
1. Research the organization
2. Identify your role of interest and understand expectations
3. Update your resume, write a strong letter of interest and update LinkedIn
4. Send a follow up email after applying
5. Prepare for interview

DURING
1. Provide strategic leadership
2. Ensuring healthy governance
3. Focus on the big picture
4. Shape a vision for the future

PRO TIPS
1. Practice self efficacy and follow up if you do not receive a response
2. Do not fall into imposter syndrome
3. Learn more about applying by clicking here

MANA can help you & you can help MANA!
1. Being a leader with MANA you can receive personal support
2. Seek out MANA's skills building workshops and volunteer opportunities
3. Staying active and engaged with MANA provides you with key San Diego networks and constituents
4. Join MANA's Hermanitas mentorship program to inspire future board members